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TRADEMARK

SHOP WHERE YOU SEE THIS SIGN

Dick is now concentrating on getting all
figures listed in the catalogue available
and renewing those figures he thinks are
not up to his current standard - and by
the way he is designing at the moment
we reckon he will redesign all the lot if
we give him a chance.

Watch this page for the forthcoming
releases. Only in Wargamers News
letter and our own House Magazine do
we announce new and redesigned figures

All of our FRANCHISE DEALERS
should by now be displaying a sign
like the drawing on the left which
announces proudly that they are the
local STOCKIST for Minifigs and
we therefore recommend you give
them the support you have given us.

FIGURES OF 25mm SCALE for the
following periods

The ANCIENT PERIOD

The HUNDRED YEARS WAR

The RENAISSANCE Period

The ENGLISH CIVIL WAR

The MARLBURIAN WARS
The JACOBITE RISING

The SEVEN YEARS WAR
The AMERICAN REVOLUTION
The FRENCH REVOLUTION
The NAPOLEONIC WARS

The CRIMEA WAR
The AMERICAN CIVIL WAR

The FRANCO PRUSSIAN WAR
The COLONIAL Period

Infantry, Cavalry and Artillery

WORLD WAR ONE WARSHIPS
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CATALOGUE showing full listing
to be available only 18p
Contains four pages of photographs
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HOUSE MAGAZINE - "MINIMAG"
available at 15p.
Numbers 1 & 2 have now been
published with Number 3 ready by
the end of September We Hope.

REMEMBER - MINIFIGS IS THE
METAL MODEL SOLDIER
MANUFACTURING COMPANY RUN
BY WARGAMERS FOR WARGAMERJ

Commercial Director - NEVILLE DICKINSON Design Director - RICHARD HIGGS
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EDITORIAL

Although I have received no official
notice, I understand that the Wargames
Club Championship held in Birmingham last
weekend was won by the Leicester Club, who
will no doubt be responsible for organis
ing the affair next year. I am told that
a good time was had by all including the
frustrated character who banged the table
in a fury and damaged some of his opponents
tanks! I hear that the Convention was the scene of a meeting to discuss future
organisation of Conventions and that some sort of scheme has been evolved which sets
up a Committee of Members from all over the Country to organise these functions, with
area teams competing after club members in these areas have fought preliminary elim- .
ination battles. Personally, it all seems rather a retrograde step and to attempt to
run an Annual Convention by means of a widely spread out committee seems doomed to
disaster from the very beginning - it will take them a year to argue out where the
Convention is going to be held, and another year for whose going to do all the work
and a third year about what rules they are going to usei

The printer was a bit annoyed about the reference made to him in last month's
Editorial and some harsh words have been exchanged. Hay I make amends by saying that
I am conscious that he does his best, often under great difficulties (some of which
I probably do not even know about). I think we have come to an arrangement whereby
I am not going to make any more cracks about him and he is going to turn my magazine
out on time - anyway we will both try our besti

Readers may not realise the strain on all concerned of turning out a magazine
such as this so that it comes out on time each monthfunlike the notorious unpunctual-
ity of a rival publication.) There is a lot frustration and irritation combined with
hard work in keeping Wargamer's Newsletter going and sometimes I wonder whether it is
really appreciated or worthwhile. The other day I watched my wife literally slaving
as she collated and then stapled a thousand copies, then my Receptionist worked over
time sticking them in envelopes so that I could struggle to the post office with two
huge suitcases heavily laden with them. Before all that, I had worked (mostly
during the evenings) to set it all out and my typist had bashed merrily away for four
or five mornings on it. And after all that, its total subscription list is only be
tween 900 and 1,000 although I am certain that four or five times that number of war-
gamers read it. Admittedly I am biased, but I believe the magazine to be worthy of
far greater support than it gets - it is the longest serving magazine in the hobby,
it contains details of new items, books, etc., difficult to discover elsewhere, it i6
full of information and free of padding and the price is kept down so that its profit
margin is not only almost negligible but laughable.

How about seeing if you can get me some more subscribers - otherwise one of these
days I might decide it is not worthwhile and pack it up so that you will have nothing,
nothing worthwhile anyway' DON FEATHERSTONE.

Subacription ratee:-

£2.10p in the United Kingdom: Overoeas £2.25p WJ.f© in U.S.A. and Canada).

ADVERTISING RATES IN THIS MAGAZINE

Full pane
Half Pago

£6.00 (#16.00).
£3.00 (#8.00).

Quarter Page
Eighth Page

jlfied adverts 1p (2 cento) per word.

£1.50p (#<t.00)
75P (#2.00)



FRiNG INTO THE BROWN!

The monumental stubbornness of the schiltrons at
Falkirk in 1289 proved a match for cavalry cnarges
far more violent than anything st... in the Welsh wars.
In spite of the fact that archers supplemented by
cavalry had proved that they could beat such tactics, '.
the formation tried out by the Welsh and perfected by k*j
Wallace was to be the basic method ->•" infantry fight- *•*te
;ag up to the early nineteenth century at Waterloo, * —• —»
outlasting the heavy-armed cavalry and long surviving the introduction of firearms.

00O00

u- h?h!V\e gHer'f ho/n* fin«er messed the trigger of his much-maligned 2 pdr
El*S * tet t1S .and °n the b°SS °f 6teel ehind "» the smoothness soothing hispalm and helping him to get the cross-wires bang-on. At the order, the gunner
squeezed the trigger. Instantly reloaded, he fired again and then he counted .
S1Xl ri!n'Rei?ht' The f°rCe °f the exPlosion ^-at strewed debris about the Desert,rocked the Britlsh tank. A faillow Qf smoke streamed Qut Qf th<j turret Qf ^ str±^_
ened Panzer, moving straifent upwards as if at the touch of a magicians wand. Two of
its crew frantically bailed out.

00O00

The stubborn spear-men still made good
Their dark impenetrable wood,
Each stepping where his comrade stood,
The instant that he fell.
No though was there of dastard flight;
Link'd in the serried phalanx tight,
Groom fought like noble, squire like knight,
As fearlessly and well.

From FLODDEN, by Sir Walter Scott.

00O00

In June 1897 the Madda Khel tribe, on the North-West Frontier of India, made a
treacherous attack on a Political Officer and his escort of 300 native infantry and
d guns. .Vith only 16 rounds per gun, the artillery came into action at 100 yards
range as the fighting retreat on foot began. Four white officers were wounded, 2
mortally, but all continued to lead their men as the small force retired by success
ive units while the guns, out of shell, fired blanks to discourage the enemy. Re
inforcements arrived and the tribesmen withdrew leaving a number of casualties behind
them. Total casualties of the British force were 2 officers and 21 men killed and
2o wounded.

00O00

HINT OF THE MONTH BY JOHN FOX

Recently I purchased a couple of M3 ^-tracks for my World
War II set-up and unfortunately assembled the first one wrong
when I put the chassis in upside-down! I was able to
the mistake and turn it into an armoured ambulance, but ^
left with a very useful-loo-..:,ng 5" Browning with mount but I
had nowhere to put it.

wrong _^ T*5*

2= %H*p
However, later, quite by accident I discovered that the

mounting fitted almost exactly into the back of a 'matchbox'
Jeep, resting on the raised portions of the seats thus:-

With the windscreen removed and soldered in the 1(
position and suitable machine gunners in place and Arml
Jerry-cans etc., attached it forms quite a passable S.A.S.
Jeep ready to knock the stuffing out of a few Germans in the(S£ftT')
Western Desert. '

°wered tt_Zdtec JT
A.R. /
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EARLY loth CENTURY, MID-18th CENTURY AND

NAPOLEONIC WARFARE - SOME COMPARISONS

AND A BASIS FOR FORMULATING RULES

by

Chris Beaumont

For the past couple of years I have been playing
wargames based upon the mid-l8th century period of
warfare, roughly 17^5-1765. This includes the War of
the Austrian Succession and the Seven Years War, the
two leading lights of the era being Marshal Saxe of
France and Frederick the Great of Prussia.

""P till now I have formulated wargames rules for
this era according to what seemed the obvious method: I read as much as I could about
battle formations, rates of fire, musketry ranges and similar, working these in with •
accounts of battles of the period so as to end up with a general concept of what
should happen on my wargames table to produce the same sort of results. This was
fine; paint up loads of little fellows in tricornes and mitre caps, and lo and behold
you have your genuine eighteenth century conflict: But it nevertheless seemed that
something was lacking; I could not help but get the feeling that all I was doing was
playing Napoleonics on a smaller scale. After all, when the little Corsican was
doing his own thing all over Europe, what had altered? Were musket ranges longer?
No. Did artillery become much more effective? Not really. Were cavalry better
armed? No. It seemed that I only need substitute Napoleonic figures for 18th century
ones and, with exactly the same rules, I would be able to play a Napoleonic game.

So I sat down and began thinking about my rules from a different point of view.
Instead of basing the rules on simple knowledge of my particular period I ought to
compare that period closely with those which came immediately before it and after it
and see, if I could, precisely why it was different.

Here are some of the thoughts I had: Infantry in the very early 18th century
had smoothbore muzzle loading muskets, with wooden ramrods which broke if handled too
roughly. Therefore the rate of fire was slow. Cavalry could attack at a steady
trot, or canter possibly, without suffering great loss. If, when the horsemen came
close, the infantry fixed bayonets they could no longer fire, because these weapons
plugged into the muzzles of their guns. Maybe it was in this situation that the
cavalry stood off and used their pistols, rather than melee with the sword, for the
infantry would be at their mercy. If the foot troops did not plug in their bayonets
the cavalry would take one extra volley and then be in among them with cold steel.
This all points to the fact that infantry were in a bad situation when faced by _.
cavalry, and no doubt explains why the ring and socket bayonets were so quickly in
vented. n

Compare this with the middle of the century. The infantry musket has not
changed, but its accessories have. Socket bayonets allow the men to continue firing,
whjle the introduction of steel ramrods is said to have trebled the rate of fire.
What happens now when the cavalry attack? They take three volleys a minute from the
infantry line, and when they reach it, if at all, theymeet a wall of bayonets. The
only way they can hope to succeed is by coming in at a gallop, so that the infantry
get off less volleys and are then hit by a devastating shock charge. The disadvant-

__ ;ury army in Europe
was usually a small, but professional force of soldiers, and so it was possible to
tram cavalry to do this. Frederick's cavalry were able to carry out any manoeuvre
at speed; the battle of Rossbach was won by von Seydlitz and the Prussian cavalry
alone, while at Hohenfriedberg, a single Dragoon regiment smashed ihrough the
Austrian wing, taking 66 colours, 5 guns and if,000 prisoners. At Minden, when the
six Allied regiments advanced against the French cavalry, the latter had no time to
gather speed for a charge and were utterly defeated. Had that incident taken place
-in the first decade of the century the outcome would probably have been quite differ
ent: the infantry would have been clobbered.

How does Napoleonic warfare compare with the mid-l8th century? The first obvious
difference is that armies were a great deal bigger after the Revolution, and the
second is that most armies used column attack and squares rather than simple line



formations. Why was this? The infantry were still using the same musKets, bayonets
and ramrods, the cavalry the same sabres, pistols and carbines. If column attack was
so successful, and if battalion squares held off cavalry so well, why hadn't mid-l8th
century generals used those tactics? Saxe and Frederick weren't thick, to say the
least! The answer surely must be that they did not employ those tactics because they
had no need to. And if the weaponry had not changed, the clue must lie in the troops
themselves. The bulk of the vast Napoleonic armies were conscripts, and as the wars
dragged on, the proportion of regular professional soldiers must have diminished in
face of increasing numbers of these levies. The high standard of rigorous discipline
and training which had been maintained in the small armies of the mid-l8th century
could not be sustained and efficiency declined. Infantry fire was probably much less
effective as a result; no longer could the infantry conflict be fought out by drawing
up in line and blazing away at each other, as no quick result would be achieved; the
only thing to do was attack, and the best way to do this was to form column and rush
in so that the unfortunate characters at the head of the charge could not turn back
even if they wanted to, being pushed on by the ranks piled up behind.

When we consider the cavalry attack we find that the horsemen have lost the high
degree of skill of Seydlitz's crack squadrons. If they wish to retain their forma
tion, and hit the infantry as an organised body, they cannot come on at a great speed,
except perhaps over the last few yards. However, this does not put them at the mercy
of the infantry, for the firepower of the latter is much decreased; the infantry must
rely on the bayonet to hold back the cavalry. If they are in line, the cavalry only
need to attack one section, break through, and they have broken the whole formation,
which cannot stand when its flanks are threatened. The result is inevitably a mob of
infantry taking to their heels trying to dodge sabre swipes! The resourceful Napo
leonic general of infantry prevents this occurrence by putting his battalions into
square; this" reduces his fire effect even more, as only one-quarter of his unit can
fire in one direction at one time, but it i6 not the firing that is important. What
matters is that he has a formation which the cavalry cannot outflank and break, and
another formation, like the column, which allows the nervous conscripts nowhere to
run to - if cavalry are milling all around, and your battalion is facing in four
different directions, there is no place you can go; falling back only tightens up the
formation.

So much for my theorising; how can it help in formulating rules? To begin with
let me say that I am not advocating hellishly complicated rules for determining
whether or not Marlburian infantry have their bayonets fixed at the moment the caval
ry hit them; such detailed analysis is appropriate in working out rules, but liable
to slow up a game if actually introduced in the rules. What I have determined for
myself is that the basis of my mid-l8th century rules should be the fact that the
soldiers are highly trained professionals able to fire fast and accurately by com
parison with other armies of later and earlier dates. Firepower should take prefer
ence over hand-to-hand combat, whereas in Napoleonic wargames perhaps the exact
opposite should apply. Without producing too complicated rules, it is nevertheless
possible to devise a set which belongs very much to one period, and is not merely a
vague set of Horse-and-Musket rules with the period determined only by the figures
that are placed on the table. In this article I have considered line infantry fire
and related topics, which is what lies at the heart of the matter; I may well draw
in other aspects later to fill in the edges of the picture - what changes took place
in artillery? Why did the use of skirmishers become general in the late 18th century?
If the reasons behind such developments are rooted out it should be possible to in
troduce them into wargames rules and so create wargames in which players follow the
correct tactics of the period not because they are forced to by the rules, but be
cause those tactics are the only ones that can succeed in the circumstances, as was
the case in the historical precedent.

00O00

STOP PRESS!

Just a quick note to inform you that a meeting held at the Convention decided
that in future the preliminary rounds would be held by 8 Regional Associations, a
combined team of the best players in each Region going forward to the finals.

I am temporary National Secretary, I will let you know the names and addresses
of the Regional Secretaries as soon as elections have taken place. I enclose a map
of the Regional boundaries.

Phil Barker, 757 Pershore Road, Selly Park, Birmingham, B29 7NY.



COUNSELS OF WAR.

TO THE TENTH POWER - Continued

by

Christopher Lance Scott

I then researched in back issues of Wargamer's Newsletter for distances requir
ed by troops in the Horse and Musket period, and worked out my tray sizes.

In line each infantry requires 2 ft frontage
so 1 figure = 10 men = 20 ft = 1 cm
and k figures = 'fO men = 80 ft = *f cms = 1 tray.

In line each cavalryman requires 3 ft frontage
so 1 figure = 10 men = 30 ft = 1.5 cm

k figures = kO men = 120 ft =' 6 cms = 1 tray.

Artillery posed a brief problem for I felt the figure quoted in the Newsletter
(November '70) of 19 yds between each gun a little 'etendu' for the 18th century. I
looked at prints and paintings of the era and it appears that guns in line operated
next to each other with very little space between wheels. In Chappel's 'Battle of
Germantown 1777', the space between the U.S. guns is barely sufficient for a man to
pass through carrying ammunition and loading equipment. I decided to allow 15 ft of
frontage to each gun, 7 ft gun width and k ft clearance either side, permitting an
8 ft gap between guns. Thus a battery frontage of 10 guns was 50 yards.

So 1 gun = 15 ft
and 10 guns = 150 ft

0.75 cm
7-5 cm = 1 figure = 1 tray.

The scale of my new army is complete and perfectly simple. All I need now
is to find a set of 18th century rules that appeal to me and convert existing ranges
and moves to centimetres. Then I will be ready for the Common Market in, at least,
one period and will be able to play with some of our friends on the Continent with
out getting bogged down too much with converting during games. Anybody outside
Great Britain interested in an exchange-style wargcsming holiday?

MAKE
YOUR OWN
ARMY

00O00

AIRFIX CONVERSIONS

by

Mike Lockyer

Dragoons a Pied Officer:

Source of figure:- World War
"'*». -I American handing magazine

to Light Machine gunner.

Figure is trimmed as for Dragoon, magazine is re
moved from right hand.

Coat skirts are added also helmet and sword to
left hand - pistol is added to right hand. Sabre and
pistol are pins and plasticine, epaulette to left
shoulder is plasticine also.

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER i, edited and publl.hed from:-
69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI SAD

&foRE

AFtrt.



KAi'UL.JOillO .<UL.-;S - A Oi,.^IFU.Vl'lU!

by

C. P. Nurse (of Leicester)

By the time this is printed the Annual Convention will be over, but the vexed
question of "Flinch Points" embodied in the Jargames :\'esearci' Council rules will
still be with us.

It does seem to me that not enough care has been taken over this rule. Whilst
I will agree that most Continental armies opposing the huge French columns advancing
on them proceeded by clouds of tiraillers would start "looking over their shoulders".
The English army refused to be impressed. That the Bnglish Line always stood was
amply demonstrated in the Peninsula Jar. M.'.ida, Talaver>, Busnco and Albuera are
only a few battles that prove my point.

May I suggest that, in future, .Vargames Rules for the period under discussion
take this into account.

Also, no mention is made, or provision allowed, for the use of howitzers. This

type of armament with its high trajectory is an ideal weapon for firing over the
heads of troops and from behind cover. Is a matter of interest most, if not all,
R.H.A. troops had a 5*5 hcwitzer included in their .Istablishment.

To those who write rales for the Napoleonic period to read "a History of the
Peninsula jar" by Oman, Volume i, .jccti.n II, Chapter IV will be of assistance.

Finally, and still on the question of i<ules, 1 fino the most accurate, for the
period are the ones written by J.Featherstone and T.Halsall. If these two could ^et
together I am sure we should get a really excellent set of rules a d would, I feel,
be the answer to those who would prefer to have a Permanent set of ..ulos. opeaking
for myself I have used both sets and thoroughly enjoyed the .ame -s both sots are
realistic in their approach.

00O00

tllHIATUitjj J...ta..l.-C jjU i' ;;•'.: o ..'i i« ..'tL.JGN

by

John C. handler

i"nis loose leaf publication was first rut out by an American warg^mer, .John
Candler, in 1^6^ when at that time could be purchased throujh A.A.Johnston, froir.
whom it is still available since its re-publication. Professionally printed .nd
with plenty of photographs of i^r :lines, it is a well turned out booklet whic jovers
Napoleonic wargjiiiin;; and the history of the period. It has chapters on Gamo i.echan-
ics; personnel Classifications; Field .Peculations; jescription, liulcs and -'accics for
Artillery, Infantry and Cavalry; :ules for Combat nC'.ions including firinj, morale,
melee, prisoners ar.d casualties. It has a section aealin.-; with special services such
as Engineers and Supply and also sections covering .. poleonic Naval war-amin:j -(com
plete with rules), Intern tional ,/ars; History; Biographies; Tactic^; hints on paint
ing figures plus a bibliography of war^ames magazines, clubs and wargamers. Un
fortunately a lot of it seems still to -o back to iy64 and some of the last named
sections are well out of date, .(ather expensively priced (in the rt.-:;ion of between
:;2.50 and S^.OO) nevertheless this is an interesting and rather unusual publication.

./ivli'o.a. iiOH/lGHI ,iA.tG.»Kii XULKS

Jteve Curtir;

• by
, .:.:; Colv.'ill ,:.nd Mike Blake

Reported in last month's Newsletter this is the very latest version of those
unique rules put out by this lively trio from Bristol. t'hey have been brought up to
date and given extra sections dealing with the French ant Indian Wars, the American
Revolution, the .,'ar of. 1812, the L'exas-l-.exican and U.S.-Mexican .fars. There is a
very interesting ;ictti.re supplement contained in its binding together with an amusing
"Wanted!" notice for the authors, Dead or ..live. But the rules are not bad enough to
necessitate such drastic action and they can be thoroughly recommanded not only as a
source of background material for fcho ;erio.i but also because they illustrate the
most interesting and well thought out method of warranting with implications and
possibilities far beyond what at first seems possible.



JACK SCRUBY^S
MILITARY MINIATURES

A DIVISION OF
AMBRITE INDUSTRIES LTD., INC.

P. O. Box 3088 —Visalia. Calif. 93277

AMERICA'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF METAL SOLDIERS

Designs by Jack Scruby

WITH

OVER 2000 AUTHENTICALLY DETAILED DESIGNS IN

20mm - 25mm - 1 inch - 30mm - 5/*nim

FEATURING

OVER 400 OF OUR POPULAR READY-CAST WARGAME MINIATURES
AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT AT FANTASTIC NEW LOW PRICES:

Scruby Ready-Cast 25mm Infantry at .15c each.
Scruby Ready-Cast 30mm Infantry at .20c each.

SEND tfl.OO CfOp) TODAY FOR YOUR EXCITING NEW, FULLY ILLUSTRATED SCRUBY
MINIATURE CATALOGUE TO: SCRUBY MINIATURES, P.O.Box 3088,

VISALIA, CALIFORNIA 93277, U.S.A.

Purchase of a Scruby Catalogue automatically places your name on our
mailing list for Newsletters and Catalogue Supplements.

A. A. JOHNSTON • «;<««, <&»L &%mu
PITNEY LANGPORT :: SOMERSET :: ENGLAND

„e are still offering the widest range of New, Imported and second
hand Military books, immediate delivery in most cases, letters answered,
and Lists sent out regularly. Like the 'Newsletter' we make no false
claims, we let our length of service and following speak for itself.
THE MODEL SOLDIER MANUAL Peter J.Blum. Illustrd. **0pps. P.free -£1-^-
How To Go COLLECTING MODEL SOLDIERS Henry Harris. Illstd. " - £1.84,
BRITISH INFANTRY REGIMENTS 1660-191^ A.H.Bowling. Prof, illustd. includ

ing colour. Post free - £1.3°-
HANDBOOK ON GERMAN MILITARY FORCES 15 March 19^5- New facsimile reprint

of the rare U.S. War Dept. Manual. 7" x 10": hundreds of illustrations
including pages of colour. Post free - £6.97.

HANDBOOK ON JAPANESE MILITARY FORCES 19^5. New reprint and companion to
previous item. Post free - £6.97.

THE FIELD OF WATERLOO Paul Davies. Prof, illustd. in colour. P.free - 30p.
How To Play WAR GAMES IN MINIATURE J.Morschauser. Illustd. P.free - £2.18.
THE FRENCH IMPERIAL ARMY The Campaigns of 1813-1^ and Waterloo R.K.Riehn.
Illustrated uniform colour guide. Post free - £1.38.

THE FRENCH INFANTRY AND ARTILLERY 1795-1811 R.K.Riehn. Uniform colour
guide, companion to previous item. Post free - 70p.

GERMAN ARTILLERY 191^-1918 D.Nash. Prof, illustrated including colour,
Uniforms, Equipment, etc. Post free - £1.30.

JAPANESE ARMY UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT 1939-19^5 R.Dilley. Prof, illus
trated, including colour. Post free - £1.30.

DRESS REGULATIONS FOR THE ARMY 1900 with Introduction by W.Y.Carman.
11-i" x 8.;": 20*t pps. and 79 pages of plates illustrating several
hundred items of dress. Post free - £3-23.

THESE AND MANY MORE AVAILABLE FROM STOCK INCLUDING ALL THE EXCELLENT TITLES
BY DON FEATHERSTONE. WRITE FOR LISTS, OFFERS, PART EXCHANGE.



BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

THE BATTLE OF BROWN HILLS

(A Fantasy Combat Fought With The CHAINMAIL Rules)

by

Gary Gygax

HrJ^,!aS2trw&'2»^i^ — :r- i.-

paladins at Great Keep were called forth by the Count of Aerll All of Taw J= +«

Brow.T5;iSCaBir™B0Lri%ST- r^mSde " ^ C1°VCrfieldS' between Lea and thedehonrhid ?;„„ fi. here that intelligence reached him that the Horde of Chaos had
f SSL Ld 11 ehrdWaterS °f thG Darklin« River' skirt*d ^e Marshesoi Oozing Slime, and now were only a few days from him. Despite the fact that onlv
^:e"qSrter8 °f hiB f°rCeS had b6en »«^alled, the Count marched at once dw £tacross the narrow waist of hills, and took up astrong position to await the enemy!"

^;rirti'?»iT>; f^ &1l ?f the n0rthern P^insula under your sway, the time has
th! ml ?• * T y°Ur h°ldiB«8 int0 the desirable Meadowlands, the remains of

i! v ? \aDd Ten bey°ndJ °PPO«"io» i« certain, and you must defeat" it de-
vou Ih.uld JK f°Pe \r°SS thC Br°Wn HillS aDd CSpture the Great KeeP' Thereafterhaoly xorever! proble"s — *•". «d you are doomed to retreat northwards, pro-

Order of Battle:

The Warlock Huldor ap Skree (abilities: Fire Balls, Phantasmal Forces, Spell of
Darkness, Conjuration of Elementals).

The Giant King, Verdurmir.
10 Ogres of Iuz.

20 Ores of the Mountains with sword and shield.
'1U " bows.

20 " " " Vile Rune with sword and shield.
20 " " » Longspear.
20 Heavy Infantry, men from Lands End, plus 1 Anti-Hero leader
15 Light Horse., men from Drearshore, plus 1 Anti-Hero leader.
15 " Horse|archers from Drearshore, plus 1Anti-Hero leader.

F^iuf*ttt±VVrJOUrB " ! h3PPy land' rich and Peaceful. The threat of losing allto the hosts of Chaos is a terrible one and can be met in only one manner - you must



smash them, and drive them from your land forever. No quarter can be given. Note
that if your war chest is taken it will provide Chaos with the monies necessary to
equip more forces.

Order of Battle:

Count Aerll, Super Hero, armed with an enchanted sword.
The Magician of the Cairn (abilities: Lightening Bolts, Wizard Light, Circle of

Protection).
2k Heavy Infantry plus 1 Hero leader with an enchanted sword.
20 Medium Horse, men from the East, plus 1 Hero leader.
10 " Horsa archers, men fro« the East, plus 1 Hero leader.
10 Heavy Horse, knights from the Meadowlands.
12 Elven Archers.

2 Light Catapults with 10 operators.
3 Wagons, 1 containing the war chest full of gemstones and gold.
10 Longbowmen plus 1 Hero leader.

Chaos—12 set-on

f&FT.

Pa&s

:---•?•

CwAoS

MJflL MnJ1 «i >A*\W*u ijWfc **"*fr
Each opponent opened the battle by

right. Both wizards were stationed in
Ores, Light Horse, Mountain Ores, Ogres
Law was arrayed so: Medium Horse, Foot,

Wagon, Count Aerll with 10 Heavy Horse
archers and men on Chaos' left came for

Knights rode against the Horse archers,
melee the Anti-Hero leader of the Foot

attacking on the left and holding with the
the centre. Chaos was deployed thus: Rune

, Giant, Longspear Ores, Horse archers and men,
2 Wagons, Longbows, 2 Light Catapults, 1

and 12 Elves. When the Giant, Ores, Horse-
th, the Count charged the Giant while the
As the two mighty combatants were locked in

rushed up and smote the Count sorely.

The entire right wing of Law began to crumble then, and although the Elves des
troyed the Longspear Ores, Verdurmir and the Lands Enders passed through the catapult
fire, destroyed one, and captured the other. In the process all of the Heavy Horse
were killed or driven off. The Magician strove in vain to slay the Giant with his
Lightening, succeeding only in twice driving Verdurmir back.

In the middle most of the action centred around an Air Elemental which had been

conjured, then loosed by ap Skree, vile warlock that he was. Finally, after waiting
over half of the game to see how the attack on their right and centre was fairing,
the Ogres dealt the finishing blows to the army of Law - they and an unexpected
visitor!

The charge of the Medium Horse cut through and scattered the Ores of the Vile
Rune, who held the extreme right of Chaos' position. They continued to hack and slew
through their foemen, although they faced Ores, Ogres and Light Horse. They were
forced to withdraw for a short time when the Warlock caused darkness to descend upon

the field. However, when the Magician joined in their attack upon the centre, his
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sorcerous opponent gave up that spell, conjuring instead a Fire Elemental. Alone,
the Magician withdrew towards the approaching wagons, hoping to escape with them and
the few survivors of the Count's force. At this point a marauding Dragon passed
overhead, espied the treasure, and attacked in a great, fiery greed. His breath
shrivelled horses and men alike, including the kind Magician.

All of Chaos was now converging towards this spot, and although the Dragon
attempted mightily to retain his spoil, he was finally killed by Verdurmir, an Air
Elemental, and several Ogres (all but one of whom was slain).

ANALYSIS: The dice really «ade this battle difficult for Law, for a 3rd turn roll of
11 killed their Super Hero. Nonetheless, they fought on, and their morale dice con
tinued to remain unusually high throughout the game, so it made up for the bad luck
at first - at least in part. Had their Wizard been brought into play earlier, the
game might have been won by them, for Chaos unnecessarily withheld his powerful unit
of Ogres for far too long. Thereafter, they played well and did the proper things in
order to retain their victory. Had they lost the treasure, the victory would have
been too costly, and no further games would have been fought with this scenario. Chaos
was represented by the Madison group, and they opted to stay within the Brown Hills
and regroup. Law, as well as the Dragon, were played by our own (LGTSA) members.
Survivors of the battle are listed below, and both will receive reinforcements. If
the battle at Great Keep goes in favour of Chaos, there will be still other lands to
conquor, so we may be fighting this campaign for quite some time yet.

CHAOS:

Warlock

Giant

7 Ogres
56 Ores
Ik Heavy Infantry
11 Light Horse
10 Horse Archers

1 Light Catapult (captured)
1 Wagon (captured)

LAW:

1 Hero (with magical blade)
4 Knights
7 Medium Horse
8 Heavy Foot
k Elves

3 Longbowmen

NOTE: The enchanted sword of the Count Aerll was lost in the field, and Chaos did
not search for it. So far, neither has Law enquired of it.

00O00

THE BATTLE OF WATERBURY -Continued from Page /£

infantry which was doubtless awaiting the German infantry. Unfortunately the Comman
der of the Grenadiers kept speeding into town in front of the assault guns. This
proved to be the undoing of the Grenadiers because when they got into town the Allied
Scout Platoon was waiting for them. Although the armed German half-tracks tried des
perately to protect the other tracks, the Allied cars shot them up quickly. The
Humber with the mortar did particularly fine work, lobbing several shells directly
into the enemy vehicles. Thus the Vth Panzergrenadier Regiment was destroyed as a
fighting unit. While the Germans were actually being turned back, the Headquarters
thought that their infantry attacks were successful. In order to better support their
troops, the German artillery was ordered to limber up and come closer to town.

Assault Brigade "Von Arnim" kept up its attacks and finally broke through the
Allied artillery umbrella. As the enemy came closer to their lines the Allied artil
lery was forced to cease firing to the south in order not to hit their own troops.
Meanwhile, new targets were found for the artillery as a hidden Jeep spotted the 99th
Sturmartillerie closing in on the town, its guns limbered. This was too good a target
to pass up, and soon a huge volume of fire from the artillery plastered the 99th into
the ground.

Thus deprived of their artillery, the German attack first became a retreat, then
a rout. The only success enjoyed by the Axis forces in this battle was the attack of
"Von Arnim" in the south. This success soon soured though as the Germans were forced
to retreat because of lack of infantry support. The Germans began to retreat toward
their secured area to the south of Waterbury. This area was the town of Bridgeport.
So in the end, the northward Axis advance was (at least for a while) halted, and
Waterbury held.
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THE AMERICAN

SCENE

by

R. W. Dickeson (of Illinois U.S.A.)

Permit me to make a few comments on those copies of Wargamer's Newsletter that
I have at hand - on "The American Scene" columns - to begin, the column or article
by Leo Tucker in the August, 1970, edition of the Newsletter he states that the
groups who use metal miniatures for 17th, 18th and 19th century games are distinctly
a minority over here. He must be speaking of his own area when he says that. I be-
Long to two clubs in the Chicago area and know members of a third club; correspond
rfith club members at Rockford and Oregon, Illinois; Dayton, Ohio; and Greenville,
South Carolina all of whom use metal figures and fight mostly 18th and 19th century
games - Seven Years War, Napoleonic Wars, American Civil War and various Colonial
games. I know of two gamers who cast their own 17th century figures after making
moulds from "re-designed" Airfix figures. One Chicago group to which I belong (and
am Secretary) has recently begun a game series using Airfix troops and the Austrian
Rocco-brand tanks plus various air models from a World War II series. However, the
primary interest remains 25mm Napoleonics. The Modern games are fought "now and
then" as a change of pace after years of Napoleonic games.

Speaking of Modern vs Musket - one of our -wargamers recently moved to Grand
Rapids, Mich., taking with him an Airfix battalion of Highland Light Infantry -
modern - a full strength battalion man-foreman with every rank and weapon represented.
He also took with him a Seven Years War of "tricorn" army in 25mm that he had cast
himself - some ^+50 infantry and cavalry.

Now as to board games - I differ with George Phillies in "The American Scene"
in September '70 Wargamer's Newsletter - I do not know what Gary Gygax had said pre
viously putting board games in a different class than miniatures - but my fellow war-
gamers referred to above much prefer the use of miniatures over board games. Only
*f of 20 or more in the Chicago area whom I know personally even care to play board
games. Thus I must also take issue with the conclusion in your editorial in October
•70 Wargamer's Newsletter that board games apparently dominate the hobby in the U.S.
- not amongst the wargamers I meet with or with whom I correspond. Miniatures take
preference any day.

Re Newell Chamberlin's "The American Scene" May '71 Wargamer's Newsletter - "the
average U.S. collector (is he writing about collectors or wargamers when he says
this?) does not like to go below 30mm for his games ...." - I cannot remember when I
last fought with 30mm. All of our games have been 20mn and 25mm at least since the
mid-60's in the Chicago clubs to which I belong. I have very few 30mm remaining.
Only one of our group has a large collection of 30mm - and packed away while he
serves his 13th year of a planned 20 year hitch in the Marines. And even he now has
a sizeable start on 25mm armies (all periods from Ancients to Moderns).

00O00

LETTERS - Continued from Page 19.

you must always look after the chap with the few dollars who wants to purchase the
"Economy" figures, he grows into a bulk buyer of the future.

I was pleased to read that the rumour about the Airfix Napoleonics was true and
look forward to seeing how many alterations I can make of these. The marching figuree
from the French artillery duly chopped, make not bad Russians. I do not claim to be
an expert in this field, but have learnt most of my tricks from Stan Colby, who is
always so ready to give with his particular gift. I never was much good with the
soldering iron, and I think the advent of the plastic figure gave the people like
myself, a new avenue of pleasure, although there was a fascination in rows of gleam
ing figures after a session of moulding.

I had so much pleasure in my old fashioned "H.G.Wells" battles with the 5*fs that
I have kept most of these boxed up, in the loft, to be brought out and looked at with
nostalgia. My Son and I used occasionally play a set piece battle with 2,000 figures
a side, time about 188O, desperate affairs, in which my Imperial Guard fought to the
last man, pleasures were more simple in those days."

John Nicholls of Purley.



HINCHLIFFE
MODELS

It is now five months since we produced our first 25mm
figures. In those five months we have made and released over a
hundred new items. As our first statement said we intend to

cover, in depth all periods and can only say to the very many who
have asked when the Ancients, British Civil War, First World War
are to be produced, be patient they will all come given time. But
you can be sure that when they do they will have their necessary
war engines, falcons, 13pdrs that will make this range one of the
most-sought after in the world. Below is a complete list to date
of the 25mm range.

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC INFANTRY

BN 1 Line Infantry advancing.
BN 2 " " charging.
BN 3 " " Flank Co. advancing
BN *t " " Greatcoat advancing
BN 5 " " Officer.
BN 6 " " Drummer
BN 9 " " Officer in Greatcoat
BN 10 Light Infantry advancing.
BN 11 " " on guard.
BN 13 " " skirmish order.
BN Ik " " Officer.

BN 16 Fusilier advancing.
BN 17 " on guard.
BN 18 " Officer

BN 20 Rifleman, standing firing.
BN 23 Highlander charging.
BN 2k Highlander at the "present".
BN 30 Guards Private. Light Equipment.
BN 51 Line Pioneer, axe to ground.
BN 52 Line Pioneer, axe over shoulder
*BN 55 Foot Artilleryman. Elevating gun.
•BN 56 " " With portfire.
•BN 57 " " Carrying round.
•BN 58 " " with hammer
•BN 60 " " Officer pointing

EQUIPMENT

25/J 6 Pounder cannon.*
25/K 9 Pounder cannon.*
25/L Limber (A).'
25/M Ammunition Wagon.*
25/N Rocket carriage.*
25/0 Light 5.5 Howitzer.*
25/P 18 Pounder cannon.*
25/R Limber (B).«
25/S Baggage Wagon.*

BRUNSWICK NAPOLEONIC INFANTRY

BRN 1 Line Infantry advancing.
BRN 3 " " Officer.
BRN k " " Drummer.
BRN 6 Advance Guard advancing.

BAVARIAN NAPOLEONIC INFANTRY

BVN 1 Line Infantry advancing.
BVN 2 " " charging
BVN k " " Officer

BVN 5 " " Drummer

HANOVERIAN NAPOLEONIC INFANTRY

HN 1 Volunteer Jager, advancing.

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC INFANTRY

FN 1 Line Fusilier advancing.
FN 2 11 " charging.

FN 3 11 " Greatcoat.

FN k 11 Grenadier advancing.
FN 5 11 " in forage cap.

FN 7 11 Officer. At rest.

FN 8 11 Drummer.

FN 10 Light Infantry. Advancing.
FN 11 11 Charging.

FN 12 11 " Firing.

FN 23 11 " Officer.

FN 16 Old Guard. Campaign dress.

FN 17 11 w 11 11 charging

FN 18 11 " in Greatcoat.

FN 19 11 " Officer.

FN 20 11 " Drummer.

FN 23 Light Infantry Officer.

AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC INFANTRY.

AN 1 Line Infantry advancing.
AN 3 11 " drummer.

AN k 11 " Officer.

AN 6 11 Grenadier charging.
AN 8 11 '» Officer.

AN 9 11 " Drummer

AN 10 Tyrolean Jager kneeling firing.

DUTCH-BELGIUM NAPOLEONIC INFANTRY

DBN 1 Private advancing.

DBN 3 Officer.
DBN k Dutch-Flanquer. Kneeling firing.
DBN 7 Militia Private Charging.
DBN 8 Dutch Drummer.

RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC INFANTRY

RN

RN

RN 11

RN 13

RN 16

Private. Greatcoat & fatigue cap.
Officer. "

Pavlov Guard advancing.
" Officer.

Jager kneeling firing.

PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC INFANTRY

PN 1

PN 2

PN k
PN 5
PN 11

PN 14
PN 16
PN 17

Line Infantry advancing
" " charging.
" " Officer.

" " Drummer.

Line Jager Firing.
Landwehr advancing
Landwehf drummer

Landwehr officer.



BRITISH NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY

BNC 1

BNC 3
BNC k
BNC 6
BNC 8

BNC 9
BNC 11

BNC 13
BNC Ik

British Heavy Dragoon Charging
" " " Officer

Heavy Dragoon Trumpeter
Royal Scots Grey Trooper

" " " Officer.
" " " Trumpeter.

Household cavalry trooper.
" " Officer.
" " Trumpeter..

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY

FNC 1

FNC 3

FNC k
FNC 6

FNC 8

FNC 9

FNC 11

FNC 13
FNC -]k
FNC 16
FNC 18

FNC 19

FNC 60

Line dragoon
" " Officer

" " Trumpeter
Cuirassier Trooper

" Officer

11 Trumpeter.
Carabinier Trooper

" Officer

" Trumpeter
Hussar trooper in shako

" Officer in colback

" Trumpeter
Artillery train driver

PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY

PNC 1 Dragoon at rest.
PNC 3 " Officer.

PNC k " Trumpeter.
PNC 6 Cuirassier Charging.
PNC 8 " Officer.
PNC 9 " Trumpeter

BRITISH COLONIAL

BC 1 Infantry marching.*
BC 2 " advancing.*
BC 3 " kneeling firing."
BC k " Officer advancing.*
BCC1 Mounted infantry officer.*

13

HORSES

H 1 Heavy Cavalry horse trotting.
H 2 ii " standing head down
H 3 ii ii half rearing head down.
H k ii ii " " head up.
H 5 galloping, stretched

neck.

H b ii ii standing, head up.

L 1 Light cavalry horse galloping.
L 2 " " » reining in.

E 1 French Limber horse standing.
E 2 " » " » head down.
E 3 British Limber horse.*

FOOT ARTILLERY OF THE LINE - FRENCH

FN kO Gunner quenching rammer.
FN kl " stopping vent.
FN k2 " carrying pouch.
FN kj> " carrying two buckets.

Officer with spyglass.FN 45

HORSE ARTILLERY OF THE LINE - FRENCH

FN 50 Gunner with Linstock.*

FN 51 " carrying round.*
FN 52 " with rammer.*

FN 53 " with pricker.*
FN 55 Officer, with map.*

EQUIPMENT

25/A k pounder cannon.
25/B 8 pounder cannon.
25/C 12 pounder cannon.
25/D 6" Howitzer.
25/E 8" Howitzer.
25/F Limber.
25/G Ammunition cuisson.
25/H Baggage wagon.

THOSE MARKED - DUE FOR LATE NOVEMBER RELEASES.

PRICES

Foot Figures, box of 10
Riders, box ef 9
Horses, box of 8
All Gun6 ...
Limber ...

Caisson ...

Baggage Wagon ...
Equipment Horse
(including traces)

75p
75p
75p
<*5p
30P

90P
90P

13p

SHOULD YOU HAVE ANY DIFFICULTY OBTAINING OUR FIGURES THROUGH YOUR USUAL
DEALER, THEN ORDER DIRECT FROM US.

fcl
HINCHLIFFE MODELS, Meltham, Huddersfield, England, HD7 3NX
A rango of Cast Metal Military Models 20-30-54 m/m Scale
Illustrated Catalogues from your dealer or direct. 13p post free
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A NORTH AMERICAN CAMPAIGN (Continued)

\ by

\ Bob Stone
\ (President, Gardens High Wargames Club, U.S.A.)

•»^pm| The rules for our battles are modifications of
wr'-^Vf^ljl ^^ the rules of Lionel Tarr contained in Don Feather-

v fc| ^p stone's excellent book "WARGAMES". We have estab-
Q^^B H- lished weapon ranges, movement factors and point
fv£ H value systems for our vehicles. All naval battles
wBt ^^* are fought either under Featherstone ruler:; or

^^g|^H ^^te^ ALNAVCO's Seapower II rules. These have served us
S well in all our past battles.

A huge invasion force of warships and transports from all the European Axis
nations sailed for America on March 8th, 19^7. As the giant armada passed the mid
point of its voyage, it was spotted by an American submarine. The direction of the
force indicated that it was headed for the northern coast of America. A force of
Allied submarines set out from Newport, Rhode Island to impede the progress of the
enemy. This attempt failed, but the 6ubs sank three destroyers and two steamers
while they lost four of their own number. At the same time, the American Coastal
Defence Command ordered the evacuation of the civilian population from Boston to
Baltimore, and inland to Scranton, Pennsylvania.

The Axis Task Force Leader, the battleship "Herman Goring", started the bomb
ardment of Long Island on the morning of March 30th. Her 20 inch guns destroyed a
great number of buildings and defences on the Island. The German aircraft carriers,
"Peter Strasser" and "Graf Zepplin", and the Italian "Aquila" launched their fighter
and bomber wings against the strongpoints of the Island.

The first assault wave was nearly massacred, but the tanks came in on the
second wave and a beachead was established. By the evening of March 31st, the
Germans were in firm control of Long Island. The attack on New York City proper was
to begin on the next day, April 1st. This was:-

THE BATTLE OF THE BRONX April 1-3, 19^7

On April 1st 19^7, General Erwin Rommel (Commanding the 7th Panzer Division)
launched an armoured attack across the Harlem River from Manhattan into the Bronx.

Clearing the area was vital for the control of coastal waters, including the Long
Island Sound. Unfortunately, poor weather and high seas prevented the Axis planes
from the carriers interfering in Allied operations. Rommel's probes were met by
numerous armoured units including Free British and Canadian forces. Bloody fighting
erupted at the junction of three streets: 1^9th Street, Willis Avenue and 3rd Avenue.

Many curious events occured, such as an SdKfz 250/10 rounding a corner and im
paling itself on the barrel of an M6 heavy tank, and the stand off between an M'+O
and a King Tiger, resulting in mutual immolation. Another M40 was captured by the
Germans, but was destroyed by American forces. On 3rd Avenue, north of the junction,
a single Sherman ambushed a King Tiger, destroying it,then destroyed a self-propelled
150mm gun, before it was itself knocked out by several German vehicles.

Meanwhile in a side alley, a M36 Jackson shot it out with two Panthers, destroy
ing both, and later a PzKfw IV H did battle, suffering the same fate. Eventually
the Jackson was destroyed, however.

As one can see, the battle was largely determined by street fighting in dis
jointed areas. Accurate artillery fire helped the Germans tremendously. In the end,
the Germans lost about twice as many vehicles as the Allies, but were in control of
the Bronx.

Introduction to Part Two

After they had won the Battle of the Bronx, the Germans had a firm foothold on
the American mainland and a base for further operations. But the battles being
fought for the vital control of the cities were not as important to the Axis troops
as were the battles being fought at sea.
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All Axis supplies had to be brought across the Atlantic Ocean in convoys. So
,far there had been little Allied interference in regard to these convoys, but Axis
scout aircraft scoured the coasts of North and South America in hopes of discovering
any Allied battle fleets which could prove dangerous to their convoys. All these
searches had proved fruitless until May 28th, 19^7- On this date a German FW 200
Kondor spotted what appeared to be a mixed cruiser-destroyer force heading north from
the South American coast. Luckily for the Germans, a strong Axis naval force was but
two days away from the Allied force. The Axis force steamed toward the enemy force,
until battle was met.

BATTLE OF SAINT PAUL'S ROCKS

by Dave Clark

On May 30th, 19^7, an Axis force basically of Spanish composition was reconnoit-
ering towards South America. It met a South American force under* unified command.
Forces involved were:

ALLIEDAXIS

Spanish: CA CANARIAS (8-8", 12 TT)
CL GALICIA (8-6", 6TT)
DD ALAVA (k-k.7", 8TT)
DD CHURUCCA (5-**.7", 6TT)

Italian: DD COMMANDANTE CORSI (5-5-3",
DD COMMANDANTE BARONI (5-5.3"
DD PREMUDA (4-5.3"t 6 TT)

Axis

French: CL DE GRASSE (9-6", 6 TT)
DD Z-46 (6-5", 8 TT)

Arg.: CL LA ARGENTINA (9-16", 6TT)
CL ALMIRANTE BROWN (6-7-5", 6TT)
DD MENDOZA (5-4.7", 6TT)
DD CERVANTES (5-4.7", 6TT)

6TT) DD BUENOS AIRES (4-4.7", 8 TT)
6TT)Brazil: DD ACRE (k-k.7", 8 TT)

DD DIAS (5-5", 12 TT)
Chile: DD SERRANO (.k-k.7", 8 TT)
Free French: CA ALGERIE (8-8", 6 TT)

German:

(liason)

At the outset, the Axis force split, with DE GRASSE, Z-46 and PREMUDA swinging
wide past the Rocks in an attempt to flank the Allied force. Meanwhile, the Allied
force went hell-for-leather for the remaining units. As the Allied destroyers arrow
ed towards CANARIAS the Allied cruisers smashed her down to 15 knots speed. Allied
DD's launched torpedoes, sinking CANARIAS with four hits at about 6,000 yards. A wild
destroyer action took place. About this time DIAS blew up from a magazine explosion.
The remaining destroyers- sank COMMANDANTE BARONI AND CHURUCCA. They also heavily
damaged ALAVA and COMMANDANTE CORSI. GALICIA was pounded by the lightly damaged
Allied cruisers. Meanwhile, the other Axis force, left alone, tactfully withdrew
with light damage. They had failed.

As the battle closed, the annihilation of the Axis left wing was fast approach
ing. The Allied Cruisers closed GALICIA, covered by MENDOZA, CERVANTES, ACRE, and
heavily damaged, near sinking BUENOS AIRES and SERRANO. MENDOZA and CERVANTES still
had torpedoes, as did the cruisers.

As the Axis left wing retreated over the north-eastern horizon, a battered but
victorious South American fleet completed its victory and returned to port, less
three gallant destroyers.

LOSSES

AXIS

CA CANARIAS

CL GALICIA

DD ALAVA

DD CHURUCCA

DD COMMANDANTE CORSI

DD COMMANDANTE BARONI

As Axis fortunes lowered at sea, they also lowered in the land war. The origin
al Axis plans were to capture New York to use as a base of operations which would in
clude a pincer attack going north through New York State, and penetrating Pennsyl
vania down to Pittsburgh. The second pincer of this movement would move southward
from New York through New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland (thusly capturing Washington
D.C.), and then up into Pennsylvania to meet the other pincer at Pittsburgh. This
was a rather bold plan which could fail as easily as it could succeed. The success
of the plan depended upon a disorganised Allied army. Unfortunately for the Germans,

the Allies were a more formidable enemy than they had counted on. So with grave

ALLIED

DD DIAS

DD BUENOS AIRES

DD SERRANO
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underesti-ations of Allied troop strength in the areas which were to be captured, the

This was because the Panzers were following their usual tactics of by-passing major
lllJLl , ^ k!if Ca?ture t0 tae ia^ntry. The forces the Germans had at hand
arrived L!E°X T^ towd»lod«e the Allied 'orees. Finally the reinforcementsarrived, and the Germans began their attack on Waterbury on the morning of April 12th

THE BATTLE OF WATERBURY - April 12-13

by Bob Stone

H-lH-Sf C°;rn,der °f *he German 7th Panzer R«Ci»ent wished to take Waterbury by a
ie•JSE**; i f Wrld kn°Ck the Alli6d tr0°PS b3Ck °n their heel6' In this wayhe hoped to lose as few troops and vehicles as possible while inflicting a stunning
HtZtai *V1Ct°ry °Ver thS Allied tr°°PG' The forces available for the Lis•ttacK were *

Headquarters - 7th Panzer Regiment "Erwin Rommel" - (1 Opel Blitz, 1 Horch, 1ByPe 82
VW, 1 Schwimmwagen).

Company C, 324th Panzer Brigade - (5 PzKpfw IV H, 1 PzKpfw III Command Tank).
Company A, Assault Brigade "Von Arnim" - (1 Hetzer, 1 JgdPz IV, 1 Nashorn, 1 StuG III

75mm, 1 StuG III 105nm).

^h/^Zergrenadier ComPanv " O SdKfz 251/1, 1SdKfz 250/9, 1SdKfz 251/9).
32nd Strassenpanzer Platoon - (1 SdKfz 234/1, 1SdKfz 234/2, 1SdKfz 234/4).
99th Sturmartillerie/Panzerjager Company -(128mm PaK, 150mm Nebelwerfer, 75mm PaK 40,

d /5mm LiGj. *

Schwere Assaultbridge 327 - (2 150mm Brummbar).

r—f Tke.Allies were determined to stop the northward advance of the Germans at all
"Waterbu^v to E»?J !! possible. To do this they placed strong forces in and around
Waterbury to halt the enemy. The forces available to them were:

1st Independent Heavy Tank Company (Free British) - (1 Churchill VII, 1 A43 Black
Prince, 2 Centurion II).

12th Scout Platoon (Free British) - (1 Jeep, 1M8 armoured car, 1Daimler Mk II, 1
Humber AC with 80mmM)

!Sm*SJ 117 ??%NSW ^S battlSS " i1 H4A1' 1M/+A3' 1M36) (American)./?! » v Pe l6d Heavy Gun Platoon (American) - (2 M40 SP 155mm).4th Mechanised Infantry Group (American, Free British) -(4 Ram APC, 3Jeeps, 1Weasel,
1 Bedford lorry). '

52nd Provisional Artillery Unit (American, Canadian, Free British) - (2 25pdr guns, 1
105mm Gun, 1 6pdr AT gun). B *

n. fThS GermanS ?!gan-their attack with a vigorous thrust around the southern edge of
illiedWna^ ? ?£lg?ue "^ Arnlm" iD thG °pVi°US h°Pe 0f *uicklv turning theAllied flank. Soon the thrust slowed to a snail's pace as the Allied artillery fire
Platoon°rLeld'- ^ "T **£", ^^ tOVard the Allied lines' «" Strassenpan"rPlatoon raced into town (parallel to Main Street) to search for a breach in the Allied
defences. Around this time the Germans found out why they had been under such heavy
Km i 7£ ?! 2f*h SC°Ut Plat°°n had S°rtied t0 the eastern wall of the Park!
ward the\owny "J"*""* "curata fire into the Axis attack as it came rolling to-
IStC s J'niJ rDian armoured cars caHed counter-battery fire into the area,and the Scout Platoon retreated under the withering fire.

„ . AS I*? °erman armo"red cars slowly advanced up Main Street, 324th Panzer Brigade
SLSEdiX Panzerfe"adlers started up Main, far behind the armoured cars. The 1st
Independent Heavy Tank Company came out of hiding on the northern edge of town and
advanced nearly to the Park. At this time the "ew York survivors also advanced in a
southerly direction to check the attack of "Von Arnim". The 4th Mechanised Infantry
dispatched several vehicles to the south to reinforce the positions there. The Allied
Jieavy tanks and scout cars engaged the German armoured cars at this point. The 324th
taking Syf/VVS* klHed 5eaVuiG6 and Sbri6k fi"-"B" ensued, with the Germanstaking most of the hits. This further slowed up the Axis attack, but allowed the
Panzergrenadiers and the Schwere Assault Brigade 327 to catch up to the tanks and
armoured cars. The commander of Schwere 327 wanted to pass the Panzergrenadiers on
Main Street in order to perhaps destroy a few buildings and disorganise the Allied

Continued on page 10



YOU WRITE

TO US

"I take the opportunity of agreeing with your comments in the August Editorial.
The vast proliferation of figures, books, magazines that now faces the wargamer makes
it impossible to keep up with every new item. I confess to being easily beguiled
into some new venture by a particularly attractive new range of figures or book. As
a result I have to discipline myself to keep to one main period. In my case this is
Napoleonic, where my armies are slowly increasing.

Airfix figures I find excellent for indulging my whims. At the moment I am in
the middle of producing a Saxon War Host of the 5th century, with the intention of.
fighting the campaigns of Arthur in the aftermath of the Roman withdrawal. When I
have got this organised I may pen an article for the Newsletter.

Finally, it may interest you to know that we have most of your modelling and
wargames books in the library in which I work. The librarian felt that there was a
demand for them, and I was happy to make out a list which were then purchased. The
only trouble is they are never on the shelves when I want to read theml"

Kevin A Smith of Wotton-U-Edge.

00O00

"May I take this opportunity of complimenting you on the high standard of the
Newsletter. I have been a subscriber for three or four years now. Upon a re-reading
of some old Newsletter I was amazed at the increase in content that the Newsletter has
undergone. When I recollect that I found those old Newsletters terribly absorbing
and avidly looked forward to, I realise that the present Newsletters are even more
enthralling and stimulating. This discovery helped to dispel the feeling that my
previous state of wargaming was more exciting than my present state is.

Having no favourite period of wargaming, and therefore only limited by my
present collection of troops, I find the whole gamut of articles and features in the
Newsletter very thought-provoking. Hardly a copy of Newsletter goes by without me
wanting to rush off into some new ambitious campaign, or at least the odd battle'.

I wish you continued success with the Newsletter, and thank you for your efforts
in publishing it so regularly and punctually. "

Fred Lockwood of Nottingham.

00O00

"I would like to take this chance of plugging the Coventry Wargames Club. Al
though this club has been in existence for four years or so, it is not very well known
amongst wargaming circles and therefore few people have ever heard of it. The club
has around sixteen regular members who meet every Friday night and Saturday afternoon.
The Napoleonic period is, as usual, the most popular but English Civil War is rapidly
catching up. We also dabble in the American Civil War and Modern periods.

The main emphasis is on enjoyment rather than intricate detail with a tremendous
yet humorous rivalry between the various wargamers. This is especially so in the
E.C.W. games when we have a system of promotions and awards for "meritous actions".

Anyone, of any age, who is willing to travel to Coventry is welcome to join and
should contact The Secretary, Phil Tompsett, 12 Canterbury Road, Hillfields, Coventry.

Finally, I would like to say how much we enjoy your magazine both for its detail
ed content and its enjoyable informal approach."

I.W.Binnie, Assistant Secretary, C.W.C.

00O00

"Just a short, and way overdue, note to let you know how much I enjoyed my visit
earlier this year. Certainly the high point of a very pleasant experience. I can't
praise England, English wargamers, and the wonderful English hospitality enough! If
I didn't have to earn a living I would like to have visited forever. But all good
things have to end. My thanks again.

tty address is ^317 Densmore N., Seattle, .Vashington 93103, U.S.A. If anyone
from England is going to visit here in Washington I hope they will get in touch with
me (Phone ME2-6633) and let me return the many favours I enjoyed in the Mother
Country."

Richard A. Shugrin.
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three years ago I began to fight a Napoleonic Campaign based on a 4" to the mile
military map of South-East England vintage about 1908 ruled into table-top squares,
ments Vol atf l* ***/* "J^* y°Ur excellent system eradicates. Ferocious argulf. °k7Ut ff" aformation moved onto atable-top square as to whether it fined
the whole edge of the board fully deployed or whether it appeared in long straggling
mov^olaim V ^ ?°! "U°h °f * SqUaTe C0uld a"** "hich had not «ade alampafgn
llltll? a theTf , ! W°rBt a^Ument °f Sl1 What happened at the end table-top gadlacelt » defeated enemy subjected to further punishment next week in the next
adjacent square? All answered in your book.

Cra fnJ^ieTd-t^fii;?ht *** Peninsula War and *U went well until I lost the bulk of
"U " LXght DlVT°? dUriag the retreat to Corunna. How soon could they be re-£ eaca of^L1^1 I specialised training? Eventually we settled down\o fight-
orfced.n/on *uJ8e<luent battles as a set piece irrespective of the result of the
preceding one. Not a campaign at all. Two of the points I particularly liked were
IZ/lf^TTo 1° *?? ^"V^ SPaCS inV°1Ved iQ m°Vement °» r0ads (a Point whih««! Jh! • J recall the long convoys of World War II in Europe will appreciate)
armies on tie ErY SS" °fhC°mmunication °"en cheerfully neglected by the mobile
denoted \t S I table, whose casualties are swept up at the end of a move and
deposited on their shelves without benefit of ambulance. One only has to read the
clut^ofV RetraVr°m KabUl in the First Af*han War to appreciate the vastclutter of transport and equipment with which an army of that time could be encumber-

A.J.Mitchell of South Croydon.

ooOoo

"I enclose my sub. for what I consider my best investment of the year. Again
thank you for all the efforts you put into the magazine which is still as lively as
it was when I commenced in October 1964, was it all that time ago.

o^h1 haV?^een laid UP with heart strain for the last month, this enabled me to
catch up with my reading, and also a considerable amount of painting, the Doctor
NewsleSfr lL*S? "" ?°°d thera^ 1 read through all my back numbers of the
of the ' J mDSS t rUCk.me'. FlrStly °Ver that Period y°u hav* a Potted history
at III it llllll A^^aKUre Fl?U^ines« we were Jolly glad to get the early Napoleonics
"Must List" 11/^t $Z ySn infant^ fi*ure- Secondly when you look through theMust List are not the newcomers well off with all the new figures now to hand.

Incidentally, Wall Models tell me that the new Napoleonic figures coming from
iJmi^unnns! Jh * ** l*,M*11«V Pit^ everybody seems to go for the one period,still I suppose they are in business, as are Airfix for the money.

I do agree with your leading article regarding the production of figures by
"• hOWeTer l suPP°se aU wargamers are lucky that they have covered so many

periods, although its most unfortunate that they do not produce a figure with conver
sion possibilities for the period in question, i.e. why produce the foots when a
Line infantryman would have converted to many other items.

I managed to obtain 4 boxes of the new A.W.I figures and these seem to have
immense conversion possibilities, although I have not tried the little group you
mentioned in your article, but I have used some figures to produce British and French
as well as Americans.

I understand that there may be 2 more Airfix Napoleonic sets, or is this iust a
rumour, I was told French Infantry and British Cavalry?

There are articles going the rounds which enable you to convert Airfix figures
into almost anything, some of which are very easy and do not take up too much time,
lime is of course the essence, as if you have to change too much on the figure the
time spent takes up ones available spare time.

I am not suggesting that the Airfix figure is the end in itself, one progresses
to having metal units as ones purchasing power increases, but a hobby does attract
people of all ages, those who can spend a little as well as those who can spend a lot.
I used to correspond with Jack Scruby and I think he had the right idea when he said
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"I liked your August editorial as it is very true - I get a few magazines and the
cheaper figures from Airfix, couldn't afford a lot of lead figures, nice as they are.
A lot of our youngsters seem to work on the same principle, but its a pity that Airfix
won't listen to the "voice of wargaming".

Stan Colby of Tunbridge Wells.

"Just received the latest Wargamer's Newsletter and had a good wallow in the
sweet nostalgia therein. Like yourself I too have become more and more estranged
from the original magic and perhaps its fair to say that one will never really re
capture the full flavour of those early days. I am proud to consider myself one of
the early birds, though not the earliest of course and trust that I have not become
one of those whose names have disappeared from the hobby - though you would be ex
cused for thinking so.

A recent visit to Frank Hinchliffe's led to my visit to a one day wargames get-
together put on by the Halifax .Jargames Club. I met a few old faces like Harold
Connor and Sapherson of Leeds. The thought has struck me that there are probably
even more wargamos addicts in the country that we imagine, with parallel set-ups
developing either along the Featherstonian free and easy lines or what appears to be
the rather more formalised (certainly more commercial) approach of others we could
name. I use the word formalised because quite a few favour standardisation of rules.

Recently I invited a few wargamers from Halifax over to our attic, for the
novelt. of seeing and handling 30mm figures had appealed from the start. None of
them knew of a time when cheap wargames figui -s were simply unobtainable in any other
scale than J>0mm. I well remember, when thinking about fighting World War II games,
how I converted a matchstalk firing monstrosity obtainable at Woolworths for 1s.6d.
- I also spent a bomb on k .Authenticast models from the States and they are too small
to use with any figures, but imagination could and did work wonders.

John Ellis and I took on 3 of the Halifax lads but 1 regret to say they had a
most convincing victory using my rules. John took the blame for his wing was shatter
ed by some astute cavalry manoeuvering and (I suspect) the under rating of the
opposition. He usually works wonders with artillery but despite an excellent start
and a good plan his artillery spent too long on the road and together with some poor
morale on my flank we were only too pleased to concede at 3.15 and retreat to the
local for a sorry inquest.

I thought Gary Gygax made a few points in his piece. I know you are a figures
man Don but I endorse what he says about Avalon [{ill. I have often wondered if you
have studied some of the rules - I'm pr-pared to bet you haven't played a game
through. The point is that there are a lot of ideas that can be suitably transcribed
to the table-top and the merits of some of their ideas for off-che-table map cam
paigning soon become obvious. This latest game "Panzerblitz" is,I gather(and as you
seem to have heard)the exercise in reverse with a lot of table-top appearing on the
game board.

I have one or two board opponents now and la6t week we held a "Diplomacy""party.
This is a helluva game, pure strategy and shameless double-dealing. Perhaps I was
lucky in drawing Germany (the only luck in the game is which country you draw) but
with an inexperienced player drawing Britain I never looked like losing and didn't
despite a belated attempt by France, Austria-Hungary and Italy to sink their differ
ences and "gang up" on me. A return match is eagerly awaited."

Bill Mell of Huddersfield.

ooOoo

"Thank you very much for your letter an I also for the books which have now
arrived. I enjoyed them both immensely. "Battles with Model Soldiers" is the ideal
book to lend to someone you are attempting to lead into the fold. I find that almost
without exception men of all ages on see the .'/argames Room with its table and shelves
lined with brightly painted models, however sceptical and condescending they may have
been initially end up after a short time with a request to have the 'rules* explained
to them and then unconsciously begin to sprout epaulettes and delusions of military
prowess. I have had a number of such opponents but have not found one who wanted to

paint (let alone buy),models or even to help clear up the battlefield debris after
wards!

"Wargame Campaigns" I found absolutely fascinating from cover-to-cover. About
Continued on page 4-fr%....

<6
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BOOKS
THE WAR GAME by Charles Grant (10" x 7^": 191 pages; 2^ photographs; 28 maps and

diagrams. Published by A.and C. Black £3.00).

I had read and enjoyed most of the contents of this book when originally pub
lished in "Tradition" magazine and now this most lavish and pleasingly presented book
makes re-reading it a pleasure. My enjoyment was increased because I have actually
fought with Charles Grant using the figures depicted in the beautiful photographs in
the book and on the same battlefield. In that connection I am very impressed with
the manner in which Charles Grant remains satisfied and loyal to his rules because
those given in the book are exactly the same as we used on pleasant if argumentative
Saturday afternoons and Sunday mornings some eight to ten years ago. I say this with
some feeling because my own rules are constantly being changed or amended as some new
situation arises that causes disastisfactionj It is a most pleasingly presented book
presumably aimed at the beginner whom it takes in carefully explained steps through
the mechanics of fighting that neglected but fascinating and colourful warfare of the
mid-l8th century. Charles backs his theories with historical illustrations and,
whilst there is nothing particularly new or original in the book, it admirably does
what it sets out to do - to arouse interest in a pleasing period of warfare without
once straying from the fact that it is an enjoyable game that is being described and
not a highly technical and intense simulation of real warfare. It may be because the
wargaming careers of Charles Grant and Brigadier Peter Young have been blended to
gether for so many years and because both fight in the same period, but "THE WAR GAME"
most strikingly resembles "CHARGE!" by Brigadier Peter Young and Lieutenant-Colonel
J.P.Lawford in that both are exactly the same size books, both beautifully presented
with gorgeous and stimulating coloured jackets, the interior lay-out, style and
standard of photographs and method of presentation is remarkably similar. The
principal difference lies in the style of writing where Charles lacks the whimsicali
ty of the Brigadier and occasionally I found irritating his over-wordy, slightly old-
fashioned style of putting words together as though they were directed at youngsters.
However, this may be carping because after all Charles Grant's credentials for writ
ing such a book arise from him being an experienced veteran wargamer and not a writer.
All-in-all, this is a most pleasing contribution to the ever growing literature of
wargaming and, speaking with some experience, may I say that I think that Charles's
publishers have done him proud!

AIRFIX MAGAZINE ANNUAL FOR MODELLERS edited by Chris Ellis. (9£" x 7%": 96
pages!246 photographs;70 line drawings with a full-colour cover. Published by
Patrick Stephens in association with Airfix Products Ltd. £1.25).

This is a very nicely produced and very reasonably priced publication which, if
regularly published, will be a most valuable addition to Airfix Magazine itself. At
the same time, I must confess to being very sad that it does not contain anything at
all of direct interest to wargamers, particularly when one considers that such a
large proportion of the pages of Airfix Magazine are deservedly concerned with con
versions of model figures and wargaming etc. I think a great opportunity has been
missed here because articles of wargaming interest to the same standard as the
exceptionally good modelling contents of this annual would have been most welcome.
It contains a very good article on the correct method of starting to make up a plas
tic kit; modelling 54mm Long Range Desert Group; of indirect interest to wargamers is
a well illustrated article on dioramas of the Western Desert Campaign; uniforms of
the flying services; Churchill bridgelayer; model photography; plus articles on ships,
aircraft, etc., etc.

SWORDS FOR HIRE - European Mercenaries in 18th Century India by Shelford Bidwell.
(8£" c 5i": 258 pages; 17 illustrations; 2 maps. John Murray. £4.00).

The sub-title may mislead one to expect a series of potted -biographies. Instead
I found a kaleidoscope of exciting events and extra-ordinary men of many nations.
The book gives a comprehensive, fascinating and readable view of Indian political and
military history during the latter half of the 18th century. This was the period of
Franco-British competition. The Moghul Empire was in a state of decline and anarchy,
and the Mahratta Confederacy attempted a take-over bid while still fighting each
other. At the ring-side were the Afghans and Pathans, Sikhs, French and British -
all with a common aim - profit or loot according to viewpoint.



The book is based upon the careers of the three most famous mercenaries of the
time - De Boigne, George Thomas and Perron. Their stories are woven into a living
tapestry of incredible bravery, skill, treachery and intrigue, involving many Indian
princes and minor mercenary soldiers. The descriptions of the battles fought and
the tactics used are credible and intelligible - and show some of the mercenaries to
have been good generals. A useful Appendix gives details of the manpower, equipment
and transport animals of De Boigne's famous "brigades". Contemporary prints provide
details of dress and appearance.

The sources used are good and I think the book is a worthwhile addition to the
present fund of knowledge of this period.

JANE'S FIGHTING SHIPS 19^4-45. (12^» x 8£": 636 pages; countless illustrations.
David and Charles reprint. £12.60 U.K. only (before 1-2-72 £11.50).

This is a reprint of the 1944/45 edition of Fighting Ships founded by Fred T.
Jane and was first published by Sampson Low Marston in 1944. "This historic issue of
the world renown JANE reviews the state of the world's navies at the end of World War
II. It includes an immense amount of material withheld for security reasons from
earlier wartime issues and presents a full and clear account of Allied naval strength
at its peak. The section on war losses gives a detailed record of German, Italian
and Japanese casualties. Its pages reflect the development of a new type of sea war
fare, with a profusion of British and American escort vessels, a vast number of
United States Navy fleet auxiliaries and a growing predominance of aircraft carriers
as capital ships." That is the "blurb" that goes with the book and for my own part I
can only say that there is a lifetime of reading in this exciting book which is not
only a reference work but a collector's item and, because of its vital dates, should
be on the bookshelf of every wargamer attempting to fight the naval battles of World
War II. Beautifully presented in the true tradition of David and Charles publica
tions, it is a book worth saving and skimping for.

ARMIES OF THE MACEDONIAN AND PUNIC WARS by Phil Barker. (10" x 8": 60 pages; 72
illustrations. A War Games Research Group Publication: £1.25 plus 10p postage. USA
#4.00. Direct from Bob O'Brien, 75 Ardingly Drive, Goring-by-Sea, Sussex.)

This is the latest publication by the War Games Research Group and covers the
organisation, tactics, dress and weapons of the Greeks,'Macedonians, Thracians,
Persians, Indians, Successors, Gauls, Carthaginians, Spanish, Roman and African
armies from 350 to 150 B.C. I imagine it will be invaluable to the wargamer building
up armies in this period because it not only gives details of the major battles of
the period,-the tactical methods of each of the Nations concerned, the composition of
their armies, their organisation and formation but also describes how they were armed
and dressed. The latter is illustrated by drawings which I feel are the weak points
of the publication, being far from professional in their appearance. Nevertheless,
they serve their purpose. I think it should be borne in mind that this is an
'amateur' publication aimed at wargamers and unlikely to achieve any status with
historians because its author has no recognised scholastic qualifications for his
views. But, knowing Phil Barker I have not the slightest doubt that what he has
written is accurate and can be completely relied upon although I find his introduc
tion just a trifle arrogant in his condemnation of modern authors "leaping into print
without adequate research and spreading an appalling amount of misinformation" where
as Phil claims that his book will sort all this out! Inexpensive in the sense that
the value of its contents will be beyond price to the wargamer seeking to build up his
armies, this book is strongly recommended and will be well thumbed by all those who
buy it.

A .^'UNIFORMS ET'LSS ARMES PES SOLDATS DE LA GUERRE 1914-1918 - Volume 2 - Cavalry,
Artillery, Engineers and Naval by Liliane and Fred Funcken. {56 pages; about 58 full
page coloured plates each of many figures. Casterman, Belgium. About £2.00).

This is the second part of the Funcken book on the soldiers, their dress, arms
and equipment of World War I. Just as have been all the previous books by the Funck-
ens, it is colourful, comprehensive and invaluable. These steadily growing books
with their uniform covers are not only giving a neat appearance to our bookshelves but
are also providing a unique and readily accessible source of information that can save
the wargamer countless hours of chasing around. Until you read these two volumes on
World War I, you can have no idea of just what a colourful (and I mean just that)
period it really was. The coloured uniforms, before their wearers were plunged into
mundane khaki, grey, blue or brown, etc., etc., indicate that there is some very much
neglected but worthwhile fields of August to October 1914 wargaming still to be ex
plored by the wargamer and if you want information about World War I artillery or
transport this book has got it, and there is a Naval section too!
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MUST
LIST

Peter Kemplay of Cherry Tree Farm, Brook Lane, Framlingham, Woodbridge, Suffolk
IP13 9RH (Framlingham 708) is opening a shop in Ipswich - "Ipswich Militaria" where,
apart from antique weapons, uniforms, books, prints and model soldiers they will be
devoting a lot of space to wargames figures and accessories. East Anglia has been
very quiet for a long time in military affairs and this shop should fill a long felt
need. Peter Kemplay is a most highly informed and experienced man in the military
field and callers will be sure of a welcome.

There are so many new figures coming out and makers arriving on the horizon that
this magazine might soon become one great big "Must List". In front of me I have the
latest August 1971 catalogue of Miniature Figurines, those faithful supporters of
this magazine who have advertised continuously in its pages for a number of years.
With seven full pages of photographs of their figures plus lists of soldiers of all
conceivable types in every position covering practically all periods of military
history, this catalogue could well cause some winter evening shuffling around of
many a wargamer's financial and economic situation! And this is not just a profit
making affair because Miniature Figurines, together with Airfix, are probably respon
sible for the great widening of scope in our hobby during the past few years.

Catalogues such as this are invaluable to the intelligent wargamer who sifts his
way through them and decides which maker he fancies and then which figures he intends
to purchase. And he certainly has a great variety of makers from whom to choose now
adays. The interesting thing is that each of these makers turn out figures that are
sufficiently distinctive to be easily recognised by their makers names. And that
brings me round to the latest Hinchliffe figures which have just arrived and I can
only repeat what I have said before that it can only be good for the hobby that such
talented designers as Dick Higgs of Miniature Figurines and Peter Gilder for Hinch
liffe are vying with each other in this field. I find particular interest in these
Hinchliffe figures because they are fractionally taller than other ranges wh'.ch gives
them a "slimmer" appearance that I find preferable to the slightly stocky aspect of
other 25mm figures. Then, although they are claimed to be 25mm figures, Hinchliffe
models fit in beautifully with the 30mm SAE and Scruby figures which form the bulk of
my own wargaming armies. In the latest Hinchliffe arrivals is a really exciting
range of British Colonial figures, which I find very worthy to line up alongside the
beautiful Tom Cox British Colonial figures that I purchased from Jack Scruby some
years ago. The other Hinchliffe items which cannot be too highly praised are a
inimitable range of guns, limbers and caissons. Frank Hinchliffe has justly obtained
such a name for artillery making that it is not unexpected that his artillery, even
in this smaller scale, should be almost incomparable. Anywry, so proud are Frank
Hinchliffe and Peter Gilder of the rapid growth of their range of figures that they
have taken adouble-page advertising spread to let you all know about them (see pages
12 and 13).

Two or three months ago I reviewed the new 30mm figures made by Warrior Metal
Miniatures. I have now received some further samples from them which are machine
moulded and in a new type of metal. These figures are much "cleaner" and have a far
better definition than those I saw before and they may well be the answer to the man
who wishes to collect figures that are larger and perhaps easier to paint than the
prevailing 20/25mra ranges. I particularly liked the two cavalrymen which are
beautifully made and full of detail although I think they are a little larger than
they should be for a sittifag figure.

"ORIGINS OF WORLD WAR II" is the name of the latest Avalon Hill offering. A
game of International Power-politics, recreating the diplomatic war of 1935-40.
Players take the part of the major diplomats in an effort to stifle German's emerg
ence as a world power while initiating power-grabs for themselves. Were this game
to be played to-night by today's great diplomats, they might be able to prevent
history from repeating itself - the game i6 that realistic. From this magazine
£3.90 plus 85p postage and packing from U.S.A.



LOOKING

AROUND
1IRFIX MAGAZINE - October 1971. Well illustrated article on American Half-Tracks;
onversion of Airfix kits into Panzerkfipfwagen IV Ausf D and J; a very interesting

article with photographs on Mediaeval Siege Equipment by Terence Wise; 54mm conver
sions; a railway terrain article; German parachute troops; plus reviews of new books,
k; ts :-nd figures etc.

BATTLEFLEET - Volume 5 No. 1. This Official Journal of the Naval Wargames Society
contains articles on a new approach to anti-aircraft fire; Oared Fighting Vessels -
both of considerable interest to wargamers.

THE BULLETIN of the British Model Soldier Society - August 1971. In addition to the
usual i. riews end features has a nice article on the latest Flat Figures; but not
much else of specific interest to wargamers.

CANADIAN WAR GAMER - "!o. 18. Mostly taken up by maps, diagrams and details of a
play-by-r"- \1 game but also includes a battle report; a Viking Raid wargame; an in
teresting article on t. c Vietnam War as a wargame plus book reviews and other features
including some arm twisting to get Don Featherstone to attend a Convention in the
United States!

D-ELIM - Volume 2- Number 10. This American magazine contains articles on the
Russian Army in Acxa 1o73; Greek and Roman Naval Warfare plus oJher articles dealing
with board games.

DISPATCH - Magazine of The Scottish Military Collectors Society, No. 57. Among its
fine reviews on books, fig-res, plates, etc., also contains good articles on An
Analysis of the Scottish Regim. nts; Khaki in the British Army; plus uniform details.

THE AVALON HILL GENERAL - Sept-Oct. 1971. Contains details of a new game "Origins of
World War II" plus a number of articles of the greatest value to board wargamers.

MILITARY MODELLING - October 1971. In addition to pages of tempting adverts, figure,
kit and book"reviews it contains well illustrated articles on building large scale
A.F.V's; converting Historex; British Infantry Colours at Waterloo; Churchill Bridge-
Layers; l/600th scale plans for H.M.S. Albion Commando Carrier; Self-propelled
artillery and Part 8 of Charles Grant's articles The Napoleonic Wargame.

SCALE MODELS - September and October 1971. goth packed with well illustrated articles
on model aircraft, cars and bo-ts etc., but nothing of direct interest to wargamers.

mJLDIER - September 1971. Beautifully produced and illustrated as always, contains
articles of the "armour" worn and used by troops in Ireland and other riot-centres;
plus L.P. and book reviews.

TANKETTE (Miniature Armoured Fighting Vehicle Association Magazine) - October-November
1971. Written by enthusiasts for enthusiasts contains as usual highly authoritative
and well illustrated information about tanks and armoured vehicles in general. This
issue has photographs and plans for a German Fort 1945; Grant ARV Mk I; a most inter
esting article on forming armies to fight the 19'*2-3 Western Desert Campaigns; the
Katuscha rocket fire plus book and model reviews etc.

TRADITION - Number 57. Has a beautifu... colour--' -~ver depicting mounted officers of
the Highland Light Infantry 1910 and well iMustra'.ed articles on Colours of the Army
of the Grand Duchy of Wurzburg, 1806-1814; the Fi:e«;^h Army in Egypt 1801; the 17th
Lancers in India 1883-1893; Morgan's Raid in the ..merican Civil War; Helmets and
Headgear of the United States Army 1878-1?02; Th^ Uniforms and Equipment of the
Russian Artillery in Asia 1§90; Albanian Troops in the Service of Naples; The Persian
Army 1857; Royal Engineers 1778-1823; comprehensive book reviews and two full page
colour plates by R. Simkin "Types of the British Army Crimean War Period 1894" plus
a "spread—out" coloured plate more than two feet Icnr deoictii- Regiments of British
Yeomanry Uniforms 1794-1914 - these cbloured illus .• tions are worth the price of the
magazine alone.

~ i£ TRUMPETER. Jack Hutchingj the frieraly and well informed Editor of this small
Gan.ad.iatL r.agazine has be*.n visiting England and, having met him, it is easy to see
where all the enthusiasm in his pages comes from. This issue contains mainly rules
covering morale and melees in the Franco-Prussian War period.

00O00—

Back numbers of Wargamer'6 Newsletter can be obtained at l8p (50c) each - Novem
ber 1968; November and December 1970; January-September 1971.
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period. usually by deducting one month from the subscription
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"HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS" is still -ttti.Ki. .*-wi*Newsletter subscribers -85p (*2.00) li^.^'fflrS^.^giK0;^0
65o (Sr^rLc? h'6"50113^7 inscribed °ew -Pies of "ALL fSr ASELLING aDA"65P (£1.50) including postage and packing. (Originally £1.50 new).
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FOR SALE: Painted 20mm Franco-Prussian wargame figures - conversions from
nature Firunnos ar,A ,».«» i£n __.,__-, . __ . ° XiOU1

—-00O00

ine* LTl ?JUb' ^M^1 JRAVEN "ARGAMLS CLUB ^ ^st been formed. Regular meetings are held and although small in number, they are extremely keen. A? the moment
JLIinT alTSli:h fVil i" b*ttlGl A11 int—ted persons ale invitoLanes! meetingS* H°n' Secretary, B.W.King, 6North Parade, Barnoldswick, Colne,
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English Civil War 25mm wanted, preferably painted,
vington Road, Chandler's Ford, Hants. Write - P.Owen, 147 Chal-

Send S.A.E.for price list to:
G.R.Seton. 23 Grove Rd.
Leighton Buzzard.Beds.

25mm.
Foot.

Cavalry.
Cannon.

3Cmm.
Foot.
Cavalry.
Cannon.

5P
12p
30p

I2p
35p
45p

Extensive range of 25 and 30mm.

Ancients.

Norman Conquest.
16 and I7th.Century
Napoleonic

including
25mmEnglish Civil War
EC 13 Cavalier
EC 14 Roundhead
EC 15 Lobster £ armour
EC 16 I6th Century Horseman
EC 17 Lansquenet Halberdier
EC 18 Lansquenet with pike
EC 19 Lansquenet with Arquebus
EC 20 Standard Bearer

30mm. Norman Conquest

NI Norman with axe

N2 Norman with sword

N3 Archer
51 Housecarl with axe

52 Saxon with spear



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WARGAMES" - The original text book of wargaming. £1.65p. (£5.75)-

"NAVAL WARGAMES" - Sea battles with model ships. £1.65p. (#5.75).

"AIR WARGAMES" - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (#5-75)-

"ADVANCED WARGAMES" - This follow-up book to "Wargames" introduces a host of new
ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. £2.40p. (£6.25).

"WARGAME CAMPAIGNS" - This book caters for the experienced wargamer who is seeking
larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative beginner.
£1.90p. (£6.00).

"HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS" - An essential reference book giving details
of the world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books, recrods, dioramas, etc., etc.
Special edition for Wargamer's Newsletter subscribers - 85p. (£3-00).

"AT THEM WITH THE BAYONET!" - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (£5.75).

"ALL FOR A SHILLING A DAY" - The story of the 16th Lancers in the Sikh War 1845-6.
Nearly out of print! A few signed by the author left at 65p. (£2.00).

"BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" - A new and completely different book that introduces
the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the experienced wargamer will
find interest and value in its pages. Well illustrated with drawings and photo
graphs. (Published by David and Charles). £2.90p. (£8.00).

"MILITARY MODELLING" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and casting
model soldiers; on making military vehicles, guns and buildings; on soldering,
gluing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets. There is an extensive
section dealing with the conversion of Airfix and nistorex plastic figures.
(Published by Kaye and Ward). £2.05p. (£6.00).

"LITTLE WARS" - "Little Wars" first appeared in 1913 and this is a facsimile re
production of the first edition. In this book H. G. Wells brought his consider
able imagination to bear on the formulation of simple but effective rules to
rationalise the small boy's pastime of shooting down toy soldiers with toy cannon.

"Little Wars" is the foundation stone of the present hobby of playing war-
games. It is also a book of great charm. £1.85p. (£6.00).

"OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS, 1893-1918" - L.W.Richards. An illustrated reference
Guide for Collectors. £1.65p. (£5-75).

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 B.C. to 900 A.D.) by Tony Bath.

2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

3. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation
in America) by Tony Bath.

4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.

5- Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against
Natives) by Donald Featherstone.

7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including
rules for early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.

8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20p each (50c) or the set of 8 for £1.25p (£3-50) including postage.

"ViARGAMSS TERRAIN" - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic
battlefields. 55p. (£2.00).

These publications can be obtained by sending cash with order to WARGAMER'S
NEWSLETTER.

charge1added1to them?011 sterling cheques require an additional 30 cents handling-



Getevery
detail right

withAirfix

It's the little things—like the opening hatches and elevating machine
gun on this Centurion tank—that really make the model! And

that's why Alrlix Construction Kits are so fantastically popular.
Every model Is accurate to the smallest detail—a perfect

replica of the real thing I There are nineteen series each made
to a constant scale. Over 300 kits to choose from at prices

from 17p. From all good hobby shops and F. W. Woolworth.
Ask for the catalogue.

bttMmi:HattHiiltiiik tatUacBlti: In/but tat Uptill;8%nn ba t*tt: Cntrta

AIRFIX
The world's

biggest range of
construction kits

PLANESl
Over 150tochoo*
from, including
aircraft Iromboth j**.*
WoildWjrs. modem «f*3
Jets and airliners.

SHIPSI
Warships from World
Wars I and II,

STOP PRESS One of the most advanced
British motor cats, the five-door Austin Maxi
has fivefotward gears. The fascinating Airfix
model features authentically detailed engine
and interior trim. 34p.

News, orliclos. conversions for modelling
enthusiasts every month In AIRFIX MAGAZINE.
I5p from your model shop or newsagent.
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